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1. Batteries and Solar

2. DSO Vision

3. Transmission

4. Dunkelflaute

5. Hydrogen and Gas Vision
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Agenda
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AEMC Access, Pricing and Incentive Arrangements for DER
» Customer-initiated process working together 

working together

» Among other things, the rule change will clarify that 
distribution services are two-way. 

» Reform will help networks support the increasing 
number of customers connect solar and export 
energy

» It does not introduce export charges but enables 
charges & rewards as a future option
– Under revenue caps, any new charges would not 

increase revenue for DNSPs

» Without ability for DNSPs to participate in storage 
ownership, solar export issues will grow

“Empowering consumers to be a bit smarter about 
the way they use energy is absolutely the key.” 
Andy McCarthy, CEO of RACV Solar
[Solar tariff reforms to drive smarter power use – AFR 26/03/21]

https://www.afr.com/companies/energy/solar-tariff-reforms-to-drive-smarter-power-use-20210325-p57e47


Solar + battery: what we see v. what we need

Source: Powerlink analysis

Solar + Battery: 
a better way 

To avoid the network peaks that drive investment, batteries can reduce local issues 
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Community Battery and
Virtual Power Plants 
• Network-connected community 

batteries are becoming regular 
features in surburbs and towns 
around Australia

• Changes to the access and pricing 
policies will allow more DER onto 
the grid

• To deliver a 1MW service we need 
either:

• A 1MW network battery; or
• 4.2MW of customer batteries
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Distribution System Operator Vision 



Transmission Social Licence – the 
challenge is real
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As published in About Regional online



» Dunkelflaute literally means dark lull i.e.

no solar, no wind.

» Grattan identified “the winter problem” as 

the key challenge to getting to 100% 

renewables:
The final stretch to zero is harder. The main challenge is ‘the 

winter problem’: demand for electricity is higher on average in 

winter, when solar output is lower.

» Challenge is dunkelflaute = peak gas 

use.

» So electrifying the existing gas heating 

load makes dunkelflaute harder and 

more costly to manage 

The Winter Problem: Dunkelflaute
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Gas Vision 2050: industry’s response to the Paris agreement

Blending in 
networks.

100% in new 
networks. 

Conversion of 
networks to zero 

emissions. 



» All states and territories have released 

hydrogen-specific strategies, outlooks or 

roadmaps

» The May 2021 short report (CSIRO) estimated 

that at least AUD$1.5 billion has been 

awarded/committed (or been made available) 

by Australian Governments, industry and 

research institutions to progressing clean 

hydrogen projects and supporting activities

» H2 blending in existing gas network underway 

in SA and in development in Vic

» Aus first hydrogen power generation in 

Denham WA

Hydrogen is happening around Australia
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https://research.csiro.au/hyresource/a-short-report-on-hydrogen-industry-policy-initiatives-and-the-status-of-hydrogen-projects-may-2021/
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